
The Parlour Bushwick is pleased to present “Show #13”. The opening reception 
will take place Friday November 14, from 6 – 9pm. The gallery is located at 791 
Bushwick Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11221. The exhibition will run until Sunday 
December 14, 2014. The gallery is open Sunday, from 12 pm – 6 pm and by 
appointment. 
 
Whether they are assembling odd photos from the Internet, manipulating videos 
to change the initial meaning or analyzing different stylistic genres of painting the 
artists in Show #13, all possess an ironic humor that is revealed through their 
imagery. 
  
Chris Bors gathers jpegs from the Internet to create a collage of absurdities. If it 
is a word malfunction in an advertisement or a jpeg photo that describes 
inappropriate conduct, the combination of ridiculous and cringe-worthy pics acts 
as a visual assault of the strange behavior of human beings. 
  
Zachary Trow is a video and installation artist. In his piece “Endless Axl” we 
silently watch clips of the rock singer “Axl Rose” from the band “Guns and Roses 
“ run, dance and jump back and forth across the stage. A line from one of their 
song's flashes across the screen – “Where do we go now?” Suddenly, this 
changes the meaning of what Axl is doing on the stage. Is it a philosophical 
question or a big joke? Axl Rose is reduced to a ridiculous figure stuck in a never 
-ending cycle of running back and forth in front of a large crowd trying to figure 
out where to go next once he reaches the end of the stage. 
  
The paintings of Wei Xiaoguang are an abject response to art-historical traditions 
of painting. He takes a theme such as Star Wars and paints objects from that 
series in what he calls a “Photoshop Realism” style. This intentional and 
unsophisticated method confronts notions of bad taste. He is not asking the 
viewer to reconsider this genre as valid but rather he is poking fun at it. In 
contrast, “I think it’s going to be important No. 1” he paints four people at a table 
with water bottles and a microphone. They are painted in soft muted colors and 
seem to be discussing something important. This style of painting is juxtaposed 
against larger than life green expressionistic brush strokes floating above them. 
The large strokes reduce the panel discussion to something meaningless. The 
calculated focus of one or two brush strokes tests the legitimacy of what the 
marks historically stand for i.e. real expression. 
	  


